Early detection and diagnosis of incipient faults is desirable for on-line condition assess
Introduction
Induction motors play an important role in the safe and efficient operation of industrial plants. Many electric machine components are especially susceptible to failures. For example, the stator windings are subject to insulation breakdown caused by mechanical vibration, heat, age, damage during installation, and contamination by oil ͓1͔. The machine rotor bars are subject to failures caused by a combination of various stresses that act on the rotor ͓1͔. Motor bearings are subject to excessive wear and damage caused by inadequate lubrication, asymmetric loading, or misalignment ͓1͔. In many applications, failures of load-critical machines can shut down an entire industrial process. Unplanned machine shutdowns cost both time and money that could be avoided if an early warning system is available against impending failures. Fault detection and diagnosis schemes are intended to provide advanced warnings of incipient faults, so that corrective action can be taken without detrimental interruption to processes. Fault diagnosis of electric motors, in particular, can lead to greater plant availability, extended plant life, higher quality products, and smoother plant operations.
Motor current signature analysis ͑MCSA͒ for induction machines has received much attention recently ͓2,3͔. The use of the negative sequence of the motor current measurements for detecting stator winding failures and spectral analysis of the stator current for sensing rotor faults has been quite effective. The use of negative sequence currents was first introduced by Williamson and Mirzoian ͓4͔ for detecting stator faults, and the majority of the methods developed for insulation fault detection since then are based on this technique. Because power supply imbalance can also cause the appearance of negative sequence currents, modifications to the negative sequence currents approach have been proposed to compensate for the impact of unbalanced machine operation ͓5-7͔. There has been extensive research on detecting certain motor mechanical faults using MCSA ͓8-10͔. Most of the previous attempts for current-based motor condition monitoring ignore the impact of load or assume that the load is known. Recently, expert systems and neural networks have been introduced for distinguishing between current spectral components caused by broken rotor bars and those caused by load fluctuations ͓11͔. Schoen and Habetler ͓12͔ presented a method for removing the load effects from the monitored motor quantity. Recently, more sophisticated analysis performed in the time-frequency domain has been reported considering the non-stationary characteristics of the motor current ͓13͔. Additionally, time-scale domain analysis has been reported for motor vibration monitoring ͓14 -16͔.
Model-based fault diagnosis methods use system measurements and compare them with predictions generated from models representative of a system's healthy and faulty responses. Typically, the literature proposes physics-based models for use in model-based fault diagnosis. The residual signals, generated from comparing measurements and on-line predictions, should ideally be sensitive only to system faults and not to any deviations in normal system inputs and/or disturbances, such as motor power supply imbalance or motor load variations. A model-based method should ideally decouple such parasitic effects from the effects of incipient faults as they are observed on the outputs ͓17͔. In practice, however, such approaches encounter difficulties for a number of reasons. First, a physics-based, or otherwise, fault model of a real system is difficult to obtain. Second, physics-based models rely on system parameters that are usually variable even for similar systems and not known a priori. In case of induction motors, mass produced machine parameters are usually unavailable and hard to estimate for use in physics-based models. Even the simplest induction motor model, a d-q model, is nonlinear and attempts to use parameter estimation algorithms raise serious complications ͓3͔. The accuracy of the model used in model-based diagnosis is a key factor for effectively decoupling the effects of inputs and disturbances from faults. Empirical models offer an attractive alternative.
In this paper, a motor fault diagnosis system recently proposed by the authors is used to demonstrate its relative performance merits in reducing the probability of false alarms ͓18͔. The proposed approach differs from what has been proposed in the model-based fault diagnosis literature in two ways: first, explicit fault models are not used; and second, a model of the healthy induction motor condition is empirically obtained from measurements, and it is shown to be quite accurate for a broad range of motor ratings and manufacturers, despite the nonlinearities present in nominal motor dynamics. In recent studies, the success of recurrent neural networks as tools for approximating highly complex systems ͓19͔ offers the potential for broadening the acceptance of model-based fault diagnosis methods by industrial practitioners.
Motor terminal measurements are seldom stationary, and any resulting residual signals also reflect this non-stationarity. As such, more sophisticated signal processing is necessary for effective fault feature extraction. In this research, wavelet packet-based signal processing techniques are used in combination with empirical motor models to estimate fault features used for the detection and diagnosis of electrical and mechanical motor faults. The availability of motor terminal and speed measurements is assumed, as is motor nameplate information. The feasibility of the proposed method using speed estimates, rather than speed measurements, has also been recently studied by the authors ͓20,21͔. For a fault diagnosis system to be practical, its performance must scale to machines of different ratings with little effort. The applicability of the developed fault diagnosis system in reducing the probability of false alarms is demonstrated with experimental results on small and large induction motors. The paper emphasizes the effectiveness of the proposed diagnosis system in detecting motor faults, while exhibiting minimal false alarms ͓22,23͔. The lack of published performance measures prevents us from presenting a systematic comparison of the proposed system. Instead a comparison with a signal-based motor fault diagnosis system is made. The main contributions of this paper are the • comparative performance analysis of a newly proposed model-based motor fault detection and diagnosis system based on empirical predictors and multi-resolution signal processing algorithms; the comparison is made with a comparable signal-based motor fault diagnosis system, and the former is shown more effective than the latter in detecting electrical and mechanical faults while minimizing the impact of false alarms, and
• experimental performance demonstration of the model-based fault detection and diagnosis system shows its scalability to induction motors of different power ratings and manufacturers In Section 2, architectural issues in motor fault diagnosis are discussed, and the two fault estimators used in the comparison presented. Also the sources of induction motor false alarms are described. Section 3 presents the learning algorithms used in developing the multi-step motor current predictors, and their scalability to motors of higher rating. Some convergence issues related to predictor learning are discussed. In Section 4, the signal processing methods used in processing and decomposing the motor current residuals and in computing the proposed fault indicators are presented. Section 5 presents the experimental results obtained from testing the two estimators considered with staged motor faults from small and large machines, including conditions that lead to false alarms. A probabilistic performance analysis of the estimators in the form of Receiver Operating Characteristics ͑ROC͒ curves is presented. Finally, in Section 6 the conclusions drawn from this study are presented.
Architectural Considerations in Motor Fault Diagnosis
A fault diagnosis system performs well if it exhibits high probability of fault detection and low probability of false alarm, while maximizing the probability of correct classification of detected faults to as many classes as have been preselected by the designer. If a diagnosis system is too insensitive to developing faults, then it is likely to miss developing anomalies that might lead to faults. Missed faults may lead to critical machine failures and breakdowns of entire systems, leading to downtime. Whereas, if a diagnosis system is too sensitive to developing faults, then it is likely to generate many false alarms. Every generated alarm forces an operator to decide whether or not to shut down the system. Frequent false alarms lead operators to question the effectiveness of a fault diagnosis system, increasing the potential of ignored alarms that indicate a real system fault. As a result, there is an important trade-off to be made in designing a fault detection and diagnosis system that is sensitive to faults, but insensitive to false alarms. This is typically done by optimizing one or many threshold values that determine system performance.
Sources of False Alarms in Induction Motor
Fault Detection. Selecting an appropriate threshold for low false alarm probability and high fault detection probability is one avenue to reduce the impact of undesirable false alarms. An additional avenue is to attempt more effective compensation of the impact of time-varying system inputs and disturbances on system outputs. Frequently, such variations have similar impact on measured system outputs as developing system faults do, leading to confusion. Two such sources of induction motor false alarms are now briefly described.
Three-phase electric power systems generally provide voltage supply at the generating station that is well balanced in both magnitude and phase. At the distribution level, the unbalanced singlephase and nonlinear loads being fed cause unequal voltage drops in the transformer and line impedances, resulting in unbalanced supply voltage at the point of utilization. Here, the degree of three-phase power supply imbalance is defined as
where V mean rms is the mean of the rms values of the three-phase voltages, and V x rms is the rms value of each of the three-phase voltage. The subscript x denotes the three motor phases, a, b, c. Even with a well-balanced motor stator, the three-phase motor current becomes unbalanced giving rise to negative sequence currents. The majority of the methods developed to date for detecting motor electrical faults, such as those caused by stator insulation failures, are based on monitoring the negative sequence of the stator current. Stator insulation problems result in unbalanced impedance and stator currents. As such, either if the supply becomes unbalanced or the stator develops insulation problems, a negative sequence current is detected. It is exceedingly difficult to distinguish between unbalanced power supply and deteriorating stator insulation, if only stator current measurements are available; motor current phase information is sometimes helpful, but it is not always conclusive. As a result, the negative sequence motor current alone is an unreliable indicator for stator fault detection because quite often it is the cause of false alarms.
A second source of induction motor false alarms is variations in the load. If the load varies, the stator current spectrum contains load induced harmonics that might coincide with those caused by a fault condition. In the sinusoidal steady-state case, a load oscillation produces a related oscillation in the electromagnetic torque. The torque developed by the motor contains all of the frequency components found in the load. The magnitude of these developed torque harmonics is primarily dependent upon the system inertia and the frequency of the torque oscillation. If the stator flux linkage is purely sinusoidal, any oscillation in the load torque at multiples of the rotational speed will produce stator currents at frequencies of ͓12͔
where f e is the electrical supply frequency, kϭ1,2,3, . . . , s is the per unit slip, p is the number of poles, and f rm is the mechanical rotor speed in Hz. Since motor faults, such as air-gap eccentricity and broken rotor bars, generate harmonics with the same frequencies as given by Eq. ͑2͒, it is possible that when an induction motor operates with a time-varying load, the torque oscillations will result in stator currents that are similar to those developed by certain fault conditions, leading to false alarms.
2.2 Signal-Based Motor Fault Diagnosis System: Estimator A. The overwhelming majority of currently used motor fault diagnosis systems are based on the processing and analysis of raw motor measurements, such as motor currents and/or vibration levels. One such technology is M CSA which is considered a signalbased fault diagnosis technology because no explicit motor model is used in any of the signal processing stages. To demonstrate the main thesis of this work, such an approach is adopted for use in a comparative study and labeled as Estimator A throughout this paper.
The block diagram of the signal-based fault diagnosis system considered is shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 1 . Through the data acquisition system, measurements of three-phase line currents, I(k), are collected, where the symbol in bold contains the three-phase components of the respective variable. The motor line current samples, I(k), are pre-processed for further use.
Since the samples I(k) form a set of non-stationary signals, the short-time Fourier transform might not provide us with a consistent spectral resolution. Wavelet signal decomposition is used in this research to track the temporal variations of the current signals. The fault indicators used reflect the time varying properties of these signals. Once the time-dependent fundamental and harmonic frequency components of I(k) are separated, two fault indicators, I
Ϫ (k) and S(l), are computed, as defined in sections to follow. These indicators involve computation of the signal symmetrical components and the harmonics rms, respectively. A detailed description of elementary symmetrical components analysis can be found in any textbook on electric machines. The two fault indicator values are used for fault detection by an appropriate selection of a threshold value. The classification of a detected fault is accomplished by distinguishing between electrical faults and mechanical faults. The first of the two indicators mentioned is developed for detecting electrical faults, whereas the second indicator for detecting mechanical faults.
Model-Based
Motor Fault Diagnosis System: Estimator B. One of the main reasons for proposing the use of a model-based motor fault diagnosis system is its potential to mitigate the impact of false alarms caused by various anomalies encountered during normal operating conditions, as described in previous paragraphs. There are two main sources of false alarms in induction motors; variations in the motor power supply and the driven load.
The block diagram of the model-based fault diagnosis system used in this paper is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 . Through the data acquisition system, measurements of three-phase line voltages, V(k), three-phase line currents, I(k), and motor speed, (k), are collected. The samples are preprocessed to match with the sampling rate and magnitude scale of the developed motor predictor. The empirical motor models used in generating the residual signals are multi-step-ahead predictors ͑MSP͒ based on dynamic recurrent neural networks. The predictor inputs are the voltage measurements, V(k), past current predictions, Î(k͉kϪ1), and motor speed, (k). The resulting current residuals are also non-stationary signals. The nonstationary current measurements, I(k), and residuals, r(k), are then separated into their fundamental and harmonics components, I f (k), I h (k), and r f (k), r h (k) using wavelet packet signal decomposition. The harmonic decomposition used in this research reflects the time varying properties of the underlying signals. As in the case of Estimator A, once the time-dependent frequency components of I(k) and r(k) are separated, two fault indicators, r Ϫ (k) and S(l ), are computed. The indicators involve computation of the residual signal symmetrical components and residuals harmonics rms, respectively. More discussion on these fault indicators is presented in later sections. The two indicator values are used in fault detection by appropriate selection of a threshold value. The classification of a detected fault is accomplished by distinguishing between electrical faults and mechanical faults. As in the case of Estimator A, the first of the two indicators is developed for detecting electrical faults, whereas the second indicator is for detecting mechanical faults.
Multi-Step-Ahead Prediction of Motor Currents
In this section, the algorithms used in the development and testing of the three-phase motor empirical predictor are presented. The resulting empirical model is in the form of a multi-step-ahead predictor ͑MSP͒. Figure 2 depicts an overall block diagram of the MSP development process and on-line use.
Multi-
Step-Ahead Prediction Algorithm Based on Dynamic Recurrent Neural Networks. The difference between the predicted and measured system outputs is the residual signal. During fault-free system operation, the residual signal must be a white noise process; significant deviations from a white noise process indicates the potential presence of a fault. Successful fault detection also requires that the residual signal be constructed such that it is insensitive to variations in unmeasured disturbances and inputs, while being sensitive to incipient faults. In this research, the use of an MSP, rather than a single-step-ahead predictor ͑SSP͒, originates from the need to generate motor current residuals with respect to a reference-healthy motor. Use of an IIR-type SSP would result in the use of motor current measurements as predictor inputs, not indicative of a reference-healthy motor response, resulting in the corruption of the predicted healthy motor response by unhealthy motor measurements.
Problem Statement.
Strictly speaking multi-step-ahead ͑MS͒ prediction is the estimation of system outputs ͑or states͒, Transactions of the ASME y(•), at some time-step kϩp based on input and output observations up to time-step k, i.e., calculation of ŷ(kϩp͉k), a best estimate of the output vector y(•), where y(•) is assumed s dimensional. In order to perform MS prediction for a system with q independent ͑or exogenous͒ inputs, u(•), and s outputs, y(•), one would have directly to relate ŷ(kϩp͉k) with y(k),y(kϪ1),y(k Ϫ2),¯and u(k),u(kϪ1),u(kϪ2),¯. Nevertheless, this is hardly ever done because of the difficulties involved in obtaining good models when p is large, and because separate models must be developed for performing predictions for different values of p. In practice, it is desirable to perform MS prediction recursively, by relating ŷ(kϩp͉k) with ŷ(kϩpϪ1͉k),ŷ(kϩp Ϫ2͉k),¯,y(k),y(kϪ1)¯and û (kϩpϪ1͉k),û (kϩp Ϫ2͉k),¯,u(k),u(kϪ1)¯. Thus, all values of ŷ(kϩr͉k) from rϭ1 to rϭp can be obtained using a single model. This recursive approach is followed in this study. Ability to accurately perform MS prediction implies effective modeling of the deterministic dynamics of a system ͓24͔.
Multi-
Step-Ahead Neural Predictor Formulation. The recursive relation between inputs and outputs in MS prediction can be expressed using general nonlinear input-output models, as follows:
where p is the MS prediction horizon, n and m are the number of delayed outputs and inputs used in the model, respectively. The functional form f͑.͒ in Eq. ͑3͒ can be approximated using a feedforward neural network. The resulting model belongs to the class of dynamic networks because of the presence of IIR-type feedback, referred to as global feedback ͑GF͒. On the contrary, the lack of GF in IIR-type networks results in the so-called teacher forcing ͑TF͒. An alternate approach for MSPs is to use recurrent networks in approximating f͑.͒ in Eq. ͑3͒. The resulting model belongs to the class of dynamic recurrent neural networks, and it forms the basis of the motor predictor developed in this paper.
In this study, the empirical modeling of a motor that has complex dynamics characterized by an infinite dimensional statespace is of primary concern. This is due to the presence of a large number of significant spatial harmonics. Since the exact number of system states needed for accurate MS prediction is not known a priori, numerous delayed input and outputs are used, just as in the case of the predictor given by Eq. ͑3͒. Recently, the authors have proposed the following p-step-ahead predictor form for use in MSP ͓24͔:
where z(kϩp͉k) is the conditional value of the empirical state vector, given observations up to time k. To obtain a practical MSP, the functionals F(•) and G(•) must further be approximated. The vector Û (kϩpϪ1͉k) is defined as
where the û (.)'s and ŷ(.)'s are estimates of the system inputs and outputs, and where the matrix W includes all of the predictor parameters to be estimated. The system inputs during the prediction horizon are best estimates of their anticipated values. The functionals F(•) and G(•) in Eq. ͑4͒ can be approximated using a recurrent multilayer perceptron ͑RMLP͒ ͓24͔. An RMLP belongs to the class of recurrent neural networks, and the equations describing the ith node in the lth layer of the network are given by where z [l,i] (k) and x [l,i] (k) represent the state and output variables of the ith node in the lth layer, respectively; b [l,i] is the bias to the node; w [l, j][l Ј ,i] is the weight associated with the link between the jth node of the lth layer to the ith node of the lЈth layer, with iϭ1,¯,N(l) ͑the number of nodes per layer͒ and l ϭ1,¯,L ͑number of layers͒. The nonlinear discriminatory function of the ith node in the lth layer, F [l,i] (•) , is a squashing function for the ith node in the lth hidden layer; in this paper the tanh(•) function is used. For the output layer (lϭL), the discriminatory function is assumed linear.
As reported recently by the authors, use of two RMLPs in Eq. ͑4͒ results in the following MSP structure ͓24͔:
where W is the neuro-predictor weight and bias matrix to be estimated by the learning algorithm, and z [l] (k) is the RMLP internal state vector for layer l.
Learning Algorithms.
Using the predictor structure of Eq. ͑7͒, training is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the predictor is developed using the TF strategy. In this training phase, the error function to be minimized is given by
where ŷ NN, j (kϩ1͉k) and y target, j (kϩ1) are the j th components of ŷ NN (kϩ1͉k) and y target (kϩ1), n is the number of outputs included in the training, and NP is the number of training samples. The error gradients for an RMLP network trained with TF can be obtained by using the chain rule. The detailed computation of the gradients involved in TF learning algorithm can be found in many neural network references, such as ͓25͔.
In the second phase of the training process, learning is performed using the GF strategy, and the objective function to be minimized consists of the MS prediction error defined as ͓24͔
where ŷ NN, j (kϩ1͉1) is the MS output prediction and where all other variables are as defined in Eq. ͑8͒. Note that the prediction is performed for step kϩ1 based on information obtained from step 1. In this phase of training, the possible multiple predictors involved in the problem are developed in tandem, by using the response of one network to improve the predictive response of the other, until all predictors produce acceptably accurate responses. The only measurements used in this phase of the training as network input are the present and past system inputs, u(k). All other variables are generated by the networks involved in the training. The detailed computation of the RMLP error gradients using the GF strategy is significantly different and more complex than its counterpart using the TF strategy used in the first phase of training. The gradient calculations are omitted here because of space considerations, but they have been recently published by the authors ͓24͔.
Development of the Motor Current Predictors.
The motor current predictor consists of three networks; a network is developed for each of the output measurements of the three-phase induction motor, phase ''a'' current, I a (k), phase ''b,'' current I b (k), and phase ''c,'' current I c (k). Each network has 3 layers; one hidden layer, one input layer with 9 nodes, and one output layer with 1 node, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Specifically, the neural predictor output, ŷ NN (kϩ1͉k), consists of the three-phase current predictions
(10) The 9 inputs to each of the three current predictors are
where V(k) represents the three-phase motor terminal voltage measurements,
and where x, y, z represents the three motor phases a, b, c.
Motor Current Predictor Training and Testing.
Initially, the motor predictors are developed for a small machine, 2.2 kW, with the training data representing the high-load level, 90-100%. After developing this baseline model, additional models valid at lower load levels, e.g., 50-60% of rated load, are developed by incrementally tuning the baseline high-load level model. This is done to allow compensation for load variation effects on the fault signatures. The predictor also allows for supply imbalance compensation of up to 5.4%. All of the unbalanced supply data sets used for both predictor training and testing are collected under healthy motor conditions. Furthermore, in testing the scalability of the developed fault detection and diagnosis system, the baseline model is adapted to different machines with higher ratings using incremental training. The estimation data set consists of 3,200 samples for training, and 2,400 samples for validation, which is used to determine the best stopping point in predictor training and to select the predictor structure. The test data set consists of several sets, 800 samples each, for various levels of unbalanced supply. In forming these data sets, the motor terminal measurements and motor speed are collected at 3840 Hz sampling rate, and down-sampled to 1920 Hz. The down-sampling is followed by scaling in the range of ͓Ϫ0.5,0.5͔ to avoid saturation of the neural network nodes.
In testing the performance of the developed predictors, the maximum and the mean MS prediction errors over a fresh data set, the test set, are calculated. The test data set is comprised of measurements entirely different from the ones used in the training. Testing reveals that the mean MS prediction errors are in the range of 1-3%, and the maximum MS prediction errors are in the range of 3-8% for all three motor currents. The test results are comparable to the errors obtained from the training set, demonstrating the generalization performance of the predictors.
Current Predictor Adaptation for Motors With Different
Power Rating. Use of the current predictors for motors with different power rating and manufacturer involves incremental tuning. The developed predictors for small machines are used as the starting point. Then they are incrementally trained, with data from the new machine and/or in new operating regimes, by adjusting the weights and reducing the prediction error. Since the new set of predictor weights evolve from an existing predictor, the development time is substantially reduced.
In predictor adaptation for use with large motors, a 597 kW Allis Chamers ͑AC͒ machine and a 373 kW General Electric ͑GE͒ machine is considered. The original predictor is adapted for use with both of these machines. The training data set used for incrementally tuning the predictors for the large machines consists of 3,200 samples of training set and 1,600 samples of validation set, including healthy balanced supply and healthy unbalanced supply conditions. All of the data are at 100% of rated load. Following less than 1,000 iterations, the original predictors are successfully adapted for the new machines. The adapted predictors are further tuned incrementally to obtain new predictors operating at lower load levels. The MS predictive accuracy of the adapted current predictors is in the range of 1% for the mean errors and 3% for the maximum errors for all three motor currents. Compared to the accuracy of the original predictors, the predictors adapted for the large machines show improvement. The large machine data have been collected using more accurate sensors and with higher sampling rates, reducing the effects of aliasing and noise. Further, in larger machines the signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ is higher than in smaller machines. As a result, the neural networks are able to learn the dynamics of these machines better.
Convergence of the Learning Algorithms and NeuroPredictor Accuracy.
As with any adaptive estimator based on a nonlinear structure, the accuracy of the developed motor current neuro-predictors depends on the convergence properties of the learning algorithms used. Two different learning algorithms are in the two phases of predictor training.
In the first phase of predictor training, all inputs to the predictor are known. Therefore, a TF strategy is adopted to train the networks. The learning algorithm used in this stage could be the simple backpropagation method applied to the predictor networks. Any variant of the backpropagation algorithm is also appropriate. Because any such approach is based on a gradient descent algorithm, the learning algorithm used in this phase of the training will converge at least to a local minimum ͓26͔. Further, assume that a large enough training set is assembled, that the network is large enough and that it converged to the global minimum. Then it can be argued that the output predictions will asymptotically converge to the expected value of the target outputs, given past values of the outputs ͓27͔. In interpreting these qualitative arguments about the convergence properties of this learning algorithm, one should consider the current algorithmic limitations in designing neural networks for dynamic systems, with respect to their generalization properties.
In the second phase of the training, a different learning algorithm is used. It should be noted here that both phases of the training are complementary and essential for predictor development. Applying only the first phase of the training will usually not be sufficient. The second training phase, minimizing the MSP error, is more realistic and indeed the more accurate approach, allowing the predictor to operate in closed-loop form using predictions it generated. The first stage can be viewed as the initial training phase used to obtain a good starting point for the second training stage. The ease of implementing the TF training strategy ͑it is merely a standard backpropagation procedure͒, gives us an excellent opportunity to achieve such a relatively good starting point. Further improvements to the predicted estimates can be made using GF learning. The major drawback of the second phase of the learning strategy is the lack of guaranteed convergence of the associated algorithm.
Signal Processing of Motor Current Residuals and Motor Fault Indicators
Two aspects of the signal processing steps that are unique to this research are described in this section. In particular, the algorithms followed for separation of the various signals into their harmonics are given, followed by the fault indicators used in extracting fault features.
Nonstationary Signal Decomposition Using Wavelet
Packets. Most statistical features used in fault detection assume the presence of a stationary signal from which fault features, such as mean, variance or spectral estimates, are extracted. In general, motor currents and voltages are nonstationary signals, and their temporal properties are influenced by many factors, including electric power supply, load variations, noise, motor geometry, and fault conditions. Such variations generate features similar to those of certain faults, resulting in the improper classification of machine condition. For many years, motor current signature analysis has been implemented using simple mathematical tools because of limited computing capabilities. These tools are mostly based on Fourier transforms ͓28͔. However, the Fourier transform is not an appropriate tool because it assumes the availability of stationary signals. Time-frequency and time-scale transforms account for the time-varying nature of nonstationary signals ͓29͔.
Motor current signals contain not only time harmonics, but also space harmonics which vary over time, and the fault signatures are revealed through the distortion of these harmonics. Thus, to extract motor fault features from the motor current or current residuals, one must track the time history of the harmonics, necessitating high frequency resolution over the entire frequency range of interest. In this research, wavelet packet analysis is used to process the motor currents and current residuals. Whereas the wavelet transform decomposes only the low frequency components of a signal, a wavelet packet transform decomposes the signal utilizing both its low-and high-frequency components ͓30,31͔. In essence, wavelet packets are generalization of standard wavelet decomposition, offering refinement of wavelets in the frequency domain. A wavelet packet function, W j,k n (t), depends on three indices, j, k, and n, representing scale, shifting, and oscillation parameters, respectively. A wavelet packet function is defined by
The scale parameter j determines the dilation performed on the basic wavelet and it is inversely proportional to the frequency. The shifting parameter k, also called time parameter, determines the time location of the wavelet. Wavelet packet functions are defined by the following sequence of functions:
where h(k) and g(k) are the quadrature mirror filters ͑QMFs͒ ͓31͔, obtained from coefficients of a low-pass filter and a highpass filter, respectively. The first two wavelet packet functions, nϭ1 and nϭ2, are the scaling and mother wavelet function, respectively, defined as
The wavelet packet coefficients of a signal, f (t), can be computed by taking the inner product of the signal and the basic function, as follows:
Further details regarding the continuous and discrete wavelet and wavelet packet transforms can be found in many references ͓31͔.
The motor current and current residual signals are processed using a wavelet packet transform to separate its fundamental and harmonics components. The signals are decomposed into the wavelet packet coefficients, where the frequency resolution is selected using the sampling rate of the current and current residuals and the scale factor of the wavelet. By decomposing the residual signal with a sampling rate of 1920 Hz up to level 10 using the Daubechies wavelet as the basis of the wavelet packet transform, frequency resolution of 0.9375 Hz is achieved. The time-varying fundamental component of the residual signal is computed by correlating the decomposed coefficients to the frequency order using the Paley ordering ͓32͔, followed by reconstruction of the signal. Thereafter, the time-varying harmonics components are computed by first removing the fundamental component from the original sampled signal.
Motor Fault Indicator Definitions.
The second unique aspect of the fault estimators used in this study is the methods by which raw measurements and residuals are processed to compute fault indicators. The fault indicators used in this research are defined below, and they are used to extract features of developing faults for further decision making. One of the two indicators, Indicator 1, has been widely used in the context of Estimator A, whereas its use in the context of Estimator B is novel. The second indicator is an altogether new development recently proposed by the authors ͓18͔.
Consider a time interval ͓t 1 ,t N ͔ during which N samples of motor current measurements, I(k), and residuals, r(k)ϵI(k) ϪÎ(k͉kϪ1), are available. The wavelet packet decomposition described in the previous section is applied to the motor current and current residual samples. This signal processing step results in decomposing these signals into their fundamental components Here the harmonics signals are computed by removing the respective fundamental components using wavelet packet decomposition and then reconstructing the remainders. Thus, the harmonics component computation excludes the fundamental motor current frequency at 60 Hz.
Electrical Fault Indicators.
In this study, the negative sequence of the motor currents and current residuals signals is employed as a fault indicator for detecting and diagnosing stator winding faults. For Estimator A, the negative sequence of the motor currents is expressed as
where ␣ϭe j2/3 and where I a, f (k), I b, f (k), and I c, f (k) are the time-varying fundamental components of the motor currents computed via the wavelet packet decomposition as described in previous paragraphs. For Estimator B the negative sequence of the motor current residuals is expressed as
where r a, f (k), r b, f (k), and r c, f (k) are the time-varying fundamental components of the motor current residuals, computed as in the case of the raw motor current signals.
The time-varying fundamental component of the residual signals used in Estimator B reflects the time-varying nature of the negative sequence signal. The empirical motor predictor response is compensated for changes in the supply imbalance. As a result, it is possible to distinguish electrical stator faults from changes in supply imbalance, because the residuals are primarily affected by
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Transactions of the ASME incipient faults. The major limitation of Indicator 1 when used conjunction with Estimator B is reflected in the motor current predictor accuracy.
Mechanical Fault Indicators.
The fault indicator proposed in this study for detecting mechanical faults, and in particular bearing and rotor faults, is based on the observation that the motor currents, and as a result the motor current residuals, are distorted in the presence of such faults. Consequently, in the presence of mechanical faults the harmonic components in the current and current residuals increase when compared to a baseline. Therefore, current harmonics variations provide some clues for detecting the presence of mechanical faults, whereas tracking variations in the motor current fundamental might result in false alarms. Relative changes in the harmonics, as seen through the processing of the residuals, appears promising for the detection of changes in motor mechanical condition.
The harmonic decomposition of the motor current and current residual signals is performed using wavelet packet decomposition. Let the size of a moving window within the segment ͓t 1 ,t N ͔ be t 2 Ϫt 1 and consider the presence of d* samples within this window. Further consider that the moving window moves by p* samples at a time. The following moving-window rms values are computed for the motor current and current residual harmonics (23) where mϭ ((NϪd*)/p*) ϩ1. Since the signatures resulting from mechanical faults are equally contained in all three motor currents, r h (t) and I h (t) can be representative of any one of the three motor phases. For Estimator A, the indicator
is used for detecting mechanical faults. For Estimator B, the relative change in the harmonics component of the current residual signal can be quantified by the ratio r h,rms (l)/I h,rms (l). In this study, the normalized harmonics content of the residuals defined as
is used as an indicator for detecting mechanical faults. The empirical motor predictor response reflects changes in the load speed. As a result, it is possible to distinguish between mechanical faults and load changes because the residuals are primarily affected by incipient mechanical faults. The primary limitation of Indicator 2 when used in Estimator B, is also reflected in the motor current predictor accuracy, as in the case of Indicator 1.
Experimental Testing of Motor Fault Estimators

Experimental Setups for Staging Motor Faults.
Two sets of experimental motor setups are used to collect the data needed for testing the fault estimators. A laboratory-scale testbed is set-up at Texas A&M University for data acquisition from small motors, whereas an off-site industrial scale testbed is utilized for Fig. 4 Estimator B tested with deteriorating bearings from 2.2 kW motor; motor current spectra "top…, Indicator 2: "bottom… data acquisition from larger motors. In acquiring the necessary data, various operational transients and anomalies are introduced to the motors, as well as staging motor faults.
The motor anomalies consist of variations in the balance level of the electric power supply and the driven mechanical load level. In particular, supply magnitude imbalance of up to 5% is introduced and the motor load is varied from 0% up to 120% of rated. The staged faults include several stator faults, such as turn-to-turn and lamination faults, rotor faults, such as broken rotor bars, and mechanical faults, such as deteriorating bearings and various types of rotor eccentricities. Over 25 different motor faults are staged for the two combined testbed.
For data collection from small motors, a testbed based on 3 Ϫ, 4 pole, 2.2 kW induction motors energized directly off the supply mains at 60 Hz is used. The motors have 324 stator turns and 44 rotor bars, and they are connected to two DC generators in series. The first DC generators is used to load the induction motors. The load on the motor is changed by varying the armature resistance of this DC generator. The second DC generator is used to measure the motor speed. An 8-channel LabVIEW™ based data acquisition system is used to record the three line voltages, the three line currents and the generator speed signal. All seven signals are sampled at 3840 Hz and the data are collected for off-line processing. A wide range of case studies are considered using different 2.2 kW motors.
Data from large electric motor staged experiments conducted at the Public Service Electric and Gas Motor Repair Facility, Sewaren, New Jersey, under the auspices of the Electric Power Research Institute ͑EPRI͒ and the Electric Motor Predictive Maintenance ͑EMPM͒ Tailored Collaboration ͑TC͒ project, are used. A 3Ϫ, 6 pole, 373 kW and a 3Ϫ, 8 pole, 597 kW induction motor is run directly from the power supply mains at 60 Hz. The motors are loaded through a dynamometer. A 13-channel IOTech™ data-acquisition system is used to record the three line voltages, the three line currents, the encoder speed signal and six vibration signals at 40 kHz sampling frequency. The currents, voltages and the encoder signal are down-sampled to 3840 Hz for further processing. The vibration signals are not used in this study.
Estimator Testing Using Staged Motor Fault Data
Both fault estimators considered are tested using staged motor fault data from small and large machines. Numerous case studies involving staged motor faults have been analyzed and a summary of these studies is presented in later sections. Due to space limitations and the desired emphasis on the impact of the proposed method on false alarms, the presentation is limited to two staged mechanical faults and one staged electrical fault. This proportion is motivated by many surveys indicating a two-to-one ratio of mechanical to electrical faults in induction motors.
Furthermore, mostly experimental results from Estimator B are presented using the staged motor fault data because both estimators are equally effective in detecting and diagnosing the staged faults, if such faults are indeed present. This is due to the use of the similar fault indicators by the two estimators. It is the relative insensitivity of Estimator B compared to Estimator A in causing false alarms that is the subject of this presentation and these results are reported in a later section.
Motor Bearing Deterioration.
Bearing deterioration is the leading cause of motor failures. Numerous deteriorating bear- Fig. 5 Estimator B tested with broken rotor bars from 597 kW motor; motor current spectra "top…, Indicator 2 "bottom… ings with ball, inner and outer race defects are used for data collection from the 2.2 kW motor testbed. Following data collection, down-sampling and scaling is performed. The three voltages, three currents, and the motor speed are processed through Estimator B. The fault indicator values for the motor response with good bearings is considered as baseline. Figure 4 depicts the results for the deteriorating bearing case studies.
In Figure 4 , the top section depicts the motor current spectra with good bearings ͑left͒ and bad bearings ͑right͒. Simple visual observation of the motor current spectrum does not allow distinction between the two conditions. Zooming into specific frequency intervals for identification of spectral components is also not conclusive, requiring bearing design information. The bottom section of Fig. 4 shows the values of Indicator 2 as computed by Estimator B. Deterioration of bearing condition results in distortions of the air-gap flux, the motor current, and in the presence of additional harmonics. Thus compared to the baseline case with good bearings, the harmonics in the motor current residuals are more pronounced and the S(l) indicator of Estimator B can be effectively used to detect bad bearings. A similar figure is obtained if processing the motor current samples through Estimator A.
Broken Rotor Bars.
Another mechanical motor fault that occurs with lower frequency than bearing deterioration is that of broken rotor bars and end-rings. Staged fault experiments are performed using a 597 kW motor to obtain measurements with broken rotor bars. The measurements are preprocessed, the residuals are generated, and the fault indicators are computed using Estimator B. Figure 5 shows the broken rotor bar test results. The top section of Fig. 5 shows the motor current spectra with healthy ͑left͒ and three broken rotor bars ͑right͒. In case of three broken rotor bars, the sidebands around the fundamental frequency are clearly apparent and could be detected using Estimator A. The same can be said about MCSA. However, in the case of fewer broken bars MCSA is not usually as effective. The bottom section of Fig. 5 shows the rms values of the normalized harmonics component of the residuals, S(l), where the faults with different number of broken rotor bars are switched on and off at intervals of two seconds. The use of the proposed indicator with Estimator B clearly reveals the alteration from the baseline to broken bar faults, and the magnitude change is proportional to the severity of faults. The experiments have been performed with a partially broken bar, and one, two, three, and four broken bars. Similar results are obtained using Estimator winding shorts are staged on a 373 kW motor. These experiments are performed by bridging stator winding turns with resistors. The same electrical measurements as before and the speed are processed, and values of the electrical fault indicator are computed using both Estimators A and B. Stator winding insulation faults of varying severity and with minimal supply imbalance are switched on and off at intervals of two seconds. The processed signals at 100% of rated load are shown in Fig. 6 . The top segment of Fig.  6 shows the results of Indicator 1 from Estimator A, that is the negative sequence of the stator currents, I Ϫ (k), an indicator widely used to detect electrical faults. The bottom segment depicts the values of Indicator 1 from Estimator B, employed in this study for electrical fault detection. In the case of turn-to-turn faults with a low supply imbalance, a key cause of false alarms, Fig. 6 Estimators A and B tested with turn-to-turn stator winding shorts from 373 kW motor; negative sequence of the motor currents "top…, Indicator 1 "bottom… both estimators are equally effective. As the supply imbalance increases, Estimator A loses its effectiveness in accurately detecting and diagnosing the presence of stator turn-to-turn faults, whereas the latter estimator remains effective. This is further demonstrated in the following paragraphs.
Estimator Testing With Anomalous Motor Operation.
Now attention is paid to motor operational anomalies that are the leading causes of false alarms for the current generation of fault estimators, such as Estimator A. Anomalous motor operation is characterized by the presence of significant perturbations in the motor power supply, such as poor power quality, and motor loading not caused by operational maneuvers, for example load pulsations. There is a large number of scenarios potentially leading to false alarms, but in this study a few of these are considered that are relatively easy to experimentally demonstrate. In particular, power supply magnitude imbalance and operation at different loading levels are considered. The latter case study is only an approximation to load pulsations which are quite difficult to reproduce in the laboratory. Both estimators are tested under such conditions and some select results are presented.
Impact of Power Quality on False Alarms.
Figures 7 and 8 depict a case study investigating the impact of power supply imbalance on false alarms for the two estimators. The study is performed using a 2.2 kW induction motor. Power supply imbalance can generate false alarms because significant levels of negative sequence of motor currents appear during both unbalanced machine operation and turn-to-turn stator shorts.
In the top segment of Fig. 7 the supply imbalance is switched on and off at intervals of two seconds and Estimator A is used. The figure shows the change in the Indicator 1 for this estimator, the negative sequence current, I
Ϫ (k), leading to false alarms. Whereas for the same case study Indicator 1 for Estimator B, remains unaltered. This is shown in the bottom segment of Fig. 7 . Prevention of false alarms by employing the proposed estimator is attributed to the ability of the motor predictors to compensate for power supply variations.
For further exploration of Estimator B behavior, the current residuals and the values of Indicator 2 are observed. The top Fig. 8 Estimator B tested with power supply imbalance for 2.2 kW motor; current residual generated by balanced power supply and unbalanced power supply "top…, Indicator 2 "bottom… segment of Fig. 8 shows the current residual signal. The baseline is shown in the first two seconds of the plot, whereas supply imbalance is shown in the next two seconds. Even though supply imbalance is introduced, the current residual signal does not change compared to the baseline because the motor predictor compensates for this change. The bottom segment of Fig. 8 shows Indicator 2 for Estimator B, S(l), where differing levels of supply imbalance conditions are switched on and off at intervals of two seconds. As expected, the magnitude of this indicator does not change with respect to the baseline either because no fault is occurring.
Impact of Load Changes on False Alarms.
As described earlier, when a fault indicator relies on the changes in the current harmonics to detect a fault, the impact of load variations and/or changes must be taken into account. Failure to do so can create a signature similar to that of a fault, leading to a false alarm. In Figs. 9 and 10, the impact of load changes on the fault indicator is shown for both fault estimators for a 2.2 kW motor, where the load changes from 100% to 60%, 90%, and 50% of rated, at time intervals of two seconds. Figure 9 shows the results from Estimator A using a healthy motor. The figure shows the two indicators, which indicate the existence of a fault. These indicator values could be interpreted as simultaneous mechanical and electrical faults, but these are false alarms resulting from load changes. Estimator B compensates for the impact of load changes, through the motor predictors used to generate the current residuals. Figure 10 shows the results of the same case study of a Transactions of the ASME healthy motor during the same load variations using Estimator B. The figure demonstrates that there is no indication of a fault, or in this case, a false alarm.
Summary of Fault Estimator Results and ROC Analysis.
The proposed fault estimators are tested with 56 cases using staged fault data from 2.2 kW induction motors, and 31 cases using staged fault data from the large machines used in this study, 597 kW Allis Chalmers and 373 kW General Electric motor. The analyzed cases include different motor operating conditions with an eccentric air-gap, bad bearings, and broken rotor bars, as well as stator turn-to-turn winding shorts. Healthy motors operating with no supply imbalance and no load variations, and with varying levels of supply imbalance and loading are also considered. A summary of some of these test cases used to analyze the performance of the two fault estimators is given in Table 1 . From this table, it can be observed that out of a total of 87 cases, there are 31 healthy and 56 faulty scenarios.
The detection effectiveness of the developed fault estimators can be compared by constructing the so-called Receiver Operating Characteristic ͑ROC͒ curves for the two estimators ͓33͔. The ROC curve for an estimator depicts the probability of fault detection, P d , as a function of the probability of false alarm, P f a , for a given threshold level, say ␥. By adjusting ␥ any point on the curve may be obtained. As ␥ increases, the P f a decreases but so does the P d , and vice-versa. The ideal, and non-achievable, ROC curve is one that results in 100% P d , irrespective of the P f a . The ROC curve of an estimator should always be above the 45-deg line, because such a straight-line ROC can be attained by an estimator that bases its decision on flipping a coin, ignoring all the data.
In this study the ROC curves of Estimators A and B are constructed using the data resulting from the aforementioned motor case studies, rather than assuming certain statistical distributions of fault occurrences. In constructing, the ROC curves the following definitions are used Tables 2 and 3 summarize the numerical data used in constructing the ROC curves for the two fault estimators, whereas Fig. 11 shows a plot of the ROC curves, along with a ''flip-of-a-coin'' estimator. The threshold values used for both estimators are a percentage of the healthy baseline of the machine. The healthy baseline varies significantly for different machines, and even Fig. 10 Estimator B tested with motor load variation for 2.2 kW motor; Indicator 1 "top…, Indicator 2 "bottom… sometimes for the same machine depending on the operating environment. As a result, the baseline value of both fault indicators must first be obtained as a means for calibrating the estimator used. This applies to both Estimators A and B.
A significant observation regarding the ROC curve of Estimator A is that it does not always result in better performance than the ''flip-of-a-coin'' estimator. As a result, one should utilize Estimator A only if approximately 50% P f a is tolerable. At such level of P f a , up to 100% P d can be achieved by appropriate choice of the threshold. If lower P f a is desired, then the ''flip-of-a-coin'' estimator exhibits superior performance. This observation is consistent with the feedback obtained from technical staff using current generation of motor fault diagnosis technologies. On the contrary, Estimator B exhibits very high P d , up to 100%, for as low as 10% in P f a . If false alarms are highly undesirable, as is the case in many industrial facilities, Estimator B can be operated with a P f a at almost 0% and a resulting P d of approximately 89%. Considering that some of the missed faults will be minor and will be eventually detected as they progress, Estimator B offers an attractive solution for induction motor fault detection.
Fault Estimator Diagnosis Effectiveness.
In attempting to quantify the diagnosis effectiveness of the fault estimators used, one must observe the nature of the fault indicators adopted in this study. By their very nature, the fault indicators are decoupled; Indicator 1 is primarily influenced by electrical faults, whereas Indicator 2 is primarily influenced by mechanical faults. To the extent that diagnosis of faults into an electrical and a mechanical class is satisfactory, diagnosis effectiveness for both estimators is 100%. This is certainly the case only for those events that are indeed faults and they have been properly detected by the respective estimators.
Conclusions
In this research, the performance of an enhanced model-based fault diagnosis system for induction motors is experimentally analyzed and comparatively tested using an equivalent signal-based fault diagnosis system. The model-based fault diagnosis system consists of motor current predictors based on dynamic recurrent neural networks and fault indicators computed using wavelet packet signal decomposition. The signal-based system uses similar fault indicators computed using the raw motor current measurements. The fault diagnosis systems have demonstrably comparable performance in detecting staged faults. Performance analysis of both diagnosis systems during motor load variations and power supply imbalance reveals that the model-based fault diagnosis system is able to mitigate the adverse effects caused by false alarms. In fact, it is shown effective in reducing false alarm probability to less than 10%, while maintaining over 90% fault detection probability for the most widely encountered motor faults. The fault diagnosis systems are initially tested for a small machine, and then incrementally tuned for use in larger machines. Testing is performed using 2.2 kW, 373 kW, and 597 kW motors.
The conclusions drawn from this research can be summarized as follows:
• Use of standard motor electrical measurements and speed for detecting and diagnosing the most commonly encountered faults is feasible. No knowledge of detailed machine or bearing parameters is needed. The motor speed sensor can also be eliminated by estimating the speed from motor current measurements, as the case is with sensorless drives.
• Predictor modeling uncertainty is unavoidable in practice, but it does not significantly impact the detection effectiveness of the proposed model-based fault diagnosis system. Fault detection probability of over 90% is achieved while maintaining the false alarm probability at less than 10%. Such false alarms are primarily caused by motor power supply and load variations. A comparable signal-based fault diagnosis system can only achieve such a fault detection probability with an associated 50% false alarm probability.
• Effective scalability of the developed diagnosis system to induction motors with different power ratings and manufacturers, enhances its applicability. Commissioning of the system on different machines requires minimal incremental tuning. This might enable its widespread adoption on machines of various power ratings from different vendors. Transactions of the ASME
